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ABSTRACT
We investigate the effect of non-ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) on the formation of
binary stars using a suite of three-dimensional smoothed particle magnetohydrodynamics
simulations of the gravitational collapse of 1 M�, rotating, perturbed molecular-cloud cores.
Alongside the role of Ohmic resistivity, ambipolar diffusion and the Hall effect, we also
examine the effects of magnetic field strength, orientation and amplitude of the density per-
turbation. When modelling sub-critical cores, ideal MHD models do not collapse whereas
non-ideal MHD models collapse to form single protostars. In supercritical ideal MHD models,
increasing the magnetic field strength or decreasing the initial-density perturbation amplitude
decreases the initial binary separation. Strong magnetic fields initially perpendicular to the
rotation axis suppress the formation of binaries and yield discs with magnetic fields ∼10 times
stronger than if the magnetic field was initially aligned with the rotation axis. When non-ideal
MHD is included, the resulting discs are larger and more massive, and the binary forms on a
wider orbit. Small differences in the supercritical cores caused by non-ideal MHD effects are
amplified by the binary interaction near periastron. Overall, the non-ideal effects have only a
small impact on binary formation and early evolution, with the initial conditions playing the
dominant role.

Key words: magnetic fields – MHD – methods: numerical – binaries: general – stars: forma-
tion.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Most observed stars are members of multiple systems (e.g.
Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Raghavan et al. 2010), so the formation
of binaries is crucial to our understanding of the star formation pro-
cess. The most common method for simulating binary formation nu-
merically to date has been to model the gravitational collapse of a ro-
tating, uniform sphere given an initial m = 2 density perturbation ei-
ther without (e.g. Boss & Bodenheimer 1979; Boss 1986; Burkert &
Bodenheimer 1993; Bate, Bonnell & Price 1995; Machida
et al. 2008b) or with (e.g. Price & Bate 2007; Hennebelle &
Teyssier 2008; Boss & Keiser 2013) magnetic fields.

Using this approach, Price & Bate (2007, hereafter PB07) found
that strong magnetic fields (mass-to-flux ratios �5 times critical)
could suppress binary formation – leading to the formation of only
one star where two would otherwise have formed – influenced more
by magnetic pressure than by magnetic tension or magnetic brak-
ing effects. The effect was more pronounced with magnetic fields
initially perpendicular to the rotation axis. A similar study by Hen-
nebelle & Teyssier (2008) considered magnetic fields parallel to the
axis of rotation and an initial rotation that was ∼4 times slower
than in PB07. They also found that magnetic fields greatly inhibited
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binary formation, finding disc fragmentation and binary formation
only for weak initial magnetic fields (mass-to-flux ratios �20 times
critical). When the initial-density perturbation was increased, bi-
naries formed except when the initial cloud was close to being
magnetically critical. They concluded that the suppression of bi-
nary formation was a result of the growth of the toroidal component
of the magnetic field, and not a result of magnetic braking. Further,
large density perturbations were required to from binaries given the
observed magnetic field strengths.

However, these studies assumed ideal magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD), which is a poor approximation for molecular clouds
(Mestel & Spitzer 1956), where ionization fractions are of order
ne/nH2 ∼ 10−14 (Nakano & Umebayashi 1986a; Umebayashi &
Nakano 1990). Partial ionization means that non-ideal MHD ef-
fects – specifically Ohmic resistivity, the Hall effect and ambipo-
lar diffusion – become important, with the relative importance of
each depending, amongst other things, on the gas density and mag-
netic field strength (e.g. Wardle & Ng 1999; Nakano, Nishi &
Umebayashi 2002; Tassis & Mouschovias 2007a; Wardle 2007;
Pandey & Wardle 2008; Keith & Wardle 2014). The Hall effect also
depends on the direction of the magnetic field with respect to the
axis of rotation (e.g. Braiding & Wardle 2012).

Previous studies have examined the effects of non-ideal MHD on
the formation of single stars (e.g. Nakano & Umebayashi 1986b;
Fiedler & Mouschovias 1993; Ciolek & Mouschovias 1994; Li &
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Shu 1996; Mouschovias 1996; Mouschovias & Ciolek 1999; Shu
et al. 2006; Duffin & Pudritz 2009; Mellon & Li 2009; Dapp &
Basu 2010; Li, Krasnopolsky & Shang 2011; Machida, Inutsuka &
Matsumoto 2011; Dapp, Basu & Kunz 2012; Tomida et al. 2013;
Tomida, Okuzumi & Machida 2015; Tsukamoto et al. 2015a,b;
Wurster, Price & Bate 2016). Tsukamoto et al. (2015b) and Wurster
et al. (2016, hereafter WPB16) found that, although the Hall effect
was not the dominant non-ideal effect in numerical simulations
of an isolated forming star, it was the controlling factor in disc
formation, with a large disc forming when the initial magnetic field
and rotation vector were anti-aligned but no disc forming when the
initial magnetic field direction was reversed.

Here, we evaluate the influence of non-ideal MHD on the forma-
tion and early evolution of binary systems, following the original
ideal MHD studies of PB07 and Hennebelle & Teyssier (2008).
We model 3D non-ideal self-gravitating smoothed particle magne-
tohydrodynamics (SPMHD) simulations of collapsing, low-mass
cores, with the ionization fractions calculated using the NICIL library
(Wurster 2016). We present the numerical formulation in Section 2,
the initial conditions in Section 3, the results in Section 4 and the
discussion and conclusions in Section 5.

2 N U M E R I C A L M E T H O D

2.1 Non-ideal MHD

We solve the equations of self-gravitating, non-ideal MHD in the
form
dρ

dt
= −ρ∇ · v, (1)

dv

dt
= − 1

ρ
∇

[(
P + 1

2
B2

)
I − B B

]
− ∇�, (2)

dB
dt

= (B · ∇) v − B (∇ · v) + dB
dt

∣∣∣∣
non−ideal

, (3)

∇2� = 4πGρ, (4)

where d
dt

≡ ∂
∂t

+ v · ∇ is the Lagrangian derivative, ρ is the density,
v is the velocity, P is the gas pressure, B is the magnetic field, � is
the gravitational potential, I is the identity matrix and dB

dt

∣∣
non−ideal

is the non-ideal MHD term, which is a sum of the Ohmic resistivity
(OR), Hall effect (HE) and ambipolar diffusion (AD) terms,

dB
dt

∣∣∣∣
OR

= −∇ × [ηOR (∇ × B)] , (5)

dB
dt

∣∣∣∣
HE

= −∇ × [
ηHE (∇ × B) × B̂

]
, (6)

dB
dt

∣∣∣∣
AD

= ∇ × {
ηAD

[
(∇ × B) × B̂

] × B̂
}

, (7)

where ηOR, ηHE and ηAD are the non-ideal MHD coefficients. We
assume units for the magnetic field such that the Alfvén speed is
vA ≡ B/

√
ρ (see Price & Monaghan 2004).

We close the equation set using a barotropic equation of state,

P =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

c2
s,0ρ; ρ < ρc,

c2
s,0ρc (ρ/ρc)7/5 ; ρc ≤ ρ < ρd,

c2
s,0ρc (ρd/ρc)7/5 (ρ/ρd)11/10 ; ρ ≥ ρd,

(8)

where cs,0 is the initial isothermal sound speed, and ρc = 10−14

and ρd = 10−10 g cm−3. These density thresholds are the same

as in Price, Tricco & Bate (2012), Lewis, Bate & Price (2015)
and WPB16. Although we do not employ full radiation MHD, the
barotropic equation of state is designed to mimic the evolution of the
equation of state in molecular clouds (Larson 1969; Masunaga &
Inutsuka 2000; Machida, Inutsuka & Matsumoto 2008a). Our value
of ρc is one order of magnitude lower than the typically chosen
value, and is chosen to reduce fragmentation in the gas surrounding
the protostars in the absence of radiation feedback.

We use version 1.1 of the NICIL library (Wurster 2016) to calculate
the non-ideal MHD diffusion coefficients. WPB16 used a precursor
to NICIL, and the main difference is that this library includes thermal
ionization and a more detailed cosmic ray ionization model. The
thermal ionization processes can singly ionize hydrogen, and doubly
ionize helium, sodium, magnesium and potassium; the mass frac-
tions of the five elements are 0.747, 0.252, 2.96 × 10−5, 7.16 × 10−4

and 3.10 × 10−6, respectively (e.g. Asplund et al. 2009; Keith &
Wardle 2014). Due to the cool temperatures in this study, we do not
expect thermal ionization to significantly contribute to the electron
population. Cosmic rays have the ability to remove an electron to
create an ion, which may be absorbed by a dust grain. We assume
that two species of ions can be created: a heavy ion represented
by magnesium (Asplund et al. 2009) and a light ion representing
hydrogen and helium compounds whose mass is calculated from
the hydrogen and helium mass fractions (in WPB16, we consid-
ered only the heavy ion species). For most of the calculations, as
in WPB16, we model a single grain species that can absorb the
electrons, and further assume that these grains have radius, bulk
density and average electric charge of ag = 0.1 μm, ρb = 3 g cm−3

(Pollack et al. 1994) and Z̄g < 0, respectively.

2.2 Smoothed particle magnetohydrodynamics

Our simulations are performed using the 3D SPMHD code PHANTOM

(Lodato & Price 2010; Price & Federrath 2010), which includes self-
gravity. The discretized MHD equations (see review by Price 2012)
are given in Wurster, Price & Ayliffe (2014) and WPB16. We employ
the constrained hyperbolic divergence cleaning algorithm described
by Tricco & Price (2012) and Tricco, Price & Bate (2016) to control
divergence errors in the magnetic field.

We adopt the usual cubic spline kernel, set such that the ratio of
the smoothing length to the particle spacing is equivalent to ∼58
neighbours in three dimensions (Price 2012). We solve Poisson’s
equation, ∇2�a = 4πGρa , following Price & Monaghan (2007) at
short range, and use a k-d tree algorithm similar to that described in
Gafton & Rosswog (2011) to compute the long-range gravitational
interaction in an efficient manner.

Finally, the non-ideal MHD timestep is constrained by dta <

Cnon−idealh
2
a/ηa , where ηa = max (ηOR, a, |ηHE, a|, ηAD, a) and

Cnon−ideal = 1/2π < 1 is a positive coefficient analogous to the
Courant number. Since this timestep can become prohibitively
small due to ambipolar diffusion, we include supertimestepping
(Alexiades, Amiez & Gremaud 1996) for dtOR and dtAD, using the
implementation described in WPB16.

3 IN I T I A L C O N D I T I O N S

Our setup is a magnetized variant of the ‘standard isothermal test
case’ of Boss & Bodenheimer (1979), similar to that used in PB07
and WPB16. We use a spherical cloud of radius R = 4 × 1016 cm
= 0.013 pc and mass M = 1 M�, yielding a mean density of
ρ0 = 7.43 × 10−18 g cm−3. The initial rotational velocity is
�0 = 1.006 × 10−12 rad s−1, and the initial sound speed is
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cs,0 = 1.87 × 104 cm s−1. The resultant thermal and rotational
energy to gravitational potential energy ratios are α = 0.26 and
β r = 0.16, respectively. The free-fall time is tff = 2.4 × 104 yr,
which is the characteristic time-scale for this study.

To facilitate the formation of a binary system, we perturb the
initially uniform density sphere with a non-axisymmetric m = 2
perturbation, such that

ρ = ρ0 [1 + A0 cos (2φ)] , (9)

where A0 is the amplitude of the perturbation and φ is the azimuthal
angle about the axis of rotation. To achieve the new density profile
with equal-mass smoothed particle hydrodynamic (SPH) particles,
we shift the particle positions using

δφ = −A0

2
sin (2φ0) , (10)

where φ0 is the particle’s unperturbed azimuthal angle (PB07).
We embed the initial cold spherical ‘cloud’ in a uniform, low-

density box of edge length l = 4R = 0.052 pc. The cloud and
surrounding medium are in pressure equilibrium and have a density
contrast of 30:1. We use quasi-periodic boundary conditions at the
edge of the box, in which SPH particles interact hydrodynamically
‘across the box’, but not gravitationally.

The densest gas particle is replaced by a sink particle (Bate
et al. 1995) when its density exceeds ρcrit = 10−10 g cm−3 so
long as the particle and its neighbours within racc = 3.35 au meet
the checks described in Bate et al. (1995); all the neighbours are
immediately accreted on to the sink particle. Gas that later enters
this radius is checked against similar criteria to determine if it is
also accreted on to the sink particle. Sink particles interact with
the gas only via gravity and accretion; thus, the magnetic field in
the central regions is removed and not allowed to feed back on the
surrounding material.

Given our initial conditions and our chosen equation of state,
we require at least 30 000 particles to resolve the local Jeans mass
for the entirety of the calculation (Bate & Burkert 1997; PB07).
Our simulations include 445 000 particles, with 302 000 in the
sphere; thus, the Jeans resolution condition is easily satisfied. We
also run selected models with 106 particles in the sphere to test the
effect of resolution; however, the higher resolution models do not
cover our entire suite nor are evolved as long (see Section 4.9).
We set up particles initially on a regular close-packed lattice (e.g.
Morris 1996), and any undesirable effects initially introduced by
the regularity of the lattice are transient and washed out long before
the star formation occurs.

We specify the magnetic field strength in terms of the mass-to-
flux ratio expressed in units of the critical value, viz.

μ ≡ M/�B

(M/�B)crit
, (11)

where

M

�B
≡ M

πR2B
(12)

is the mass-to-flux ratio, and
(

M

�B

)
crit

= c1

3π

√
5

G
(13)

is the critical value where magnetic fields prevent gravitational col-
lapse altogether; here, M is the total mass contained within the
cloud, �B is the magnetic flux threading the surface of the (spheri-
cal) cloud at radius R assuming a uniform magnetic field of strength

B, G is the gravitational constant and c1 
 0.53 is a parameter
determined numerically by Mouschovias & Spitzer (1976).

To study the effects of non-ideal MHD on binary formation,
we perform both ideal and non-ideal MHD simulations, where the
non-ideal MHD models include Ohmic resistivity, the Hall effect
and ambipolar diffusion. We test ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ magnetic
fields of μ0 = 5 and 10, corresponding to B = 163 and 81.7 μG,
respectively; we also examine three different initial amplitudes of
the density perturbation, A0 = 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05, and four different
initial magnetic field vectors, B0 = ±Bx and ± Bz where ±Bx ≡
±B x̂ and similarly for ±Bz. The cloud is initially rotating counter-
clockwise around the z-axis, so a positive Bz implies a magnetic
field that is initially aligned with the rotation axis, while negative
Bz implies an anti-aligned initial field.

In Section 4.8, we briefly expand our parameter space to test the
sub-critical mass-to-flux ratio of μ0 = 0.75 (B = 1090 μG), slower
initial rotations, and the effect of using multiple grain populations
in the non-ideal MHD algorithm.

We evolve the simulations that form binaries until at least first
apoastron.

4 R ESULTS

In the following, we refer to gas densities ρ > ρdisc,min = 10−13 g
cm−3 centred on a sink particle as a ‘disc’, although these are not
necessarily long-lived or rotationally supported. The radius of the
disc is defined as where the density drops to 10 per cent of the
maximum density and the disc mass is defined as the gas mass
with ρ > ρdisc,min enclosed within this radius. The star+disc mass
is the sum of the disc and sink particle masses. This definition
differs from the one used in PB07 and WPB16 to avoid calculating
artificially large radii and masses due to tidal bridges between two
sink particles.

When a sink particle is first formed, it represents a first hydro-
static core, which exists for 103–104 yr (e.g. Tomida et al. 2010;
Bate 2011) before collapsing to a stellar core (Larson 1969). Given
that we follow the binary for 0.5–3 × 104 yr after the formation of
the first sink particles, we refer to sink particles as protostars.

Our full set of models is summarized in Table A1 of Appendix A,
listing the time of first periastron tperi, the initial period T0 calculated
using first periastron and first apoastron, and the separations at first
periastron Rperi and first apoastron Rapo.

4.1 Ideal MHD with the magnetic field anti-aligned
to the rotation axis

Our first set of simulations assume ideal MHD for comparison with
previous studies. Given that the evolution of the magnetic field in
ideal MHD is independent of the sign of B, we consider only two
initial magnetic field geometries: B0 = −Bz and +Bx. Fig. 1 shows
the evolution of the gas column density for the ideal MHD model
with μ0 = 5, A0 = 0.1 and B0 = −Bz, which is representative of
our suite of models.

As the perturbed cloud collapses, each of the two overdensities
collapse into a protostar. Their first periastron and apoastron are
68 and 440 au, respectively. Over the first seven periods, the mean
periastron and apoastron are 110 and 400 au, with an average period
of 0.19tff, indicating that the binary is dynamically evolving. Fig. 2
shows the evolution of the binary separation (top-right panel, green
curve).

As found by PB07 and Hennebelle & Teyssier (2008), both
the strength of the initial perturbation and the mass-to-flux ratio,
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Figure 1. Evolution of the face-on gas column density of the ideal MHD model with μ0 = 5, A0 = 0.1 and B0 = −Bz, where μ0 is the mass-to-flux ratio
in units of its critical value and A0 is the amplitude of the initial m = 2 density perturbation. The frames are at intervals of dt = 0.04tff, where the free-fall
time is tff = 2.4 × 104 yr. Each frame is (1200 au)2, and the grey circles of radius 200 au are included for reference. The small filled white circles represent
sink particles with the radius of the circle representing the accretion radius of the sink particle. The binary is on a stable elliptical orbit, with first apoastron at
Rapo = 440 au at t = 1.46tff. Over the first seven periods, the mean periastron and apoastron are 110 and 400 au, with an average period of dt ≈ 0.19tff.

MNRAS 466, 1788–1804 (2017)



1792 J. Wurster, D. J. Price and M. R. Bate

Figure 2. Time evolution of selected models starting from the formation of the sink particles (first representing first hydrostatic cores that collapse to protostars;
hereafter referred to as protostars). Each model is initialized with an initial-density perturbation of A0 = 0.1 and B0 = ±Bz. The left- and right-hand columns
shows three models with μ0 = 10 and 5, respectively. Top to bottom: the separation of the two protostars, the disc and star+disc masses, the disc radius, and
the mass-weighted plasma β and magnetic field strength in the disc around one protostar. The vertical line at t = 1.34tff corresponds to the time of our early
analysis. The radius and mass of the disc in the non-ideal MHD models is for the non-fragmented disc. For the ideal MHD model with μ0 = 5, the mean
period, periastron and apoastron are 0.19tff, 110 and 400 au, respectively. The oscillations in the non-ideal MHD models with μ0 = 5 after second periastron
are epicycles that are a result of one disc fragmenting and forming a well-behaved tight binary; the plotted binary separation is of the two initial protostars, and
not to the barycentre of the newly formed tight binary. The local minima and decreases in disc radii correspond to periastron. The protostar continues to accrete
mass as the models evolve, while the mass of the discs generally decrease. The increasing separation after t ∼ 2.4tff in the non-ideal models with μ0 = 10 is a
result of the primary protostars interacting with younger protostars that modify the orbit of the primaries. The lines terminate at the end of the simulation.

influence the formation of the binaries. Fig. 3 shows the snapshots
for our models at t = 1.30 and 1.34tff. For smaller initial-density
perturbations, the time of first periastron, the first periastron and first
apoastron separations all decrease. As the magnetic field strength is
decreased, Rperi and Rapo both increase since there is less magnetic
braking.

Not all models yield stable orbits as shown in Fig. 1. The model
with μ0 = 10 and A0 = 0.2, for example, forms two massive, dense
discs that fragment prior to first periastron. Each pair of protostars
forms a tight binary, and these pairs orbit one another on a long
period; during their formation, the discs are totally disrupted. Near
apoastron, they interact with younger protostars, which disrupts the
orbit and makes the system chaotic. Thus, this model, and many
other models that have more than two protostars yield interactions
that hinder a useful comparison.

The green lines in Fig. 2 show the evolution of the disc and
star+disc masses, the disc radius, and the mass-weighted plasma
β and magnetic field in the disc around one protostar for the ideal
MHD models with A0 = 0.1 and μ0 = 10 (left-hand column) and
μ0 = 5 (right-hand column). Over the seven periods, starting at first
periastron, the disc radius for the μ0 = 5 model varies between 22
and 53 au, and its mass varies between 0.02 and 0.1 M�, where

the local minima corresponds to periastron. After the initial rapid
growth of the protostar, its subsequent growth is not dependent on
orbital position, and the fluctuations in the star+disc mass corre-
spond to fluctuations in the disc mass. The disc is always dominated
by gas pressure rather than magnetic pressure, with β � 103. As
expected from the symmetry of the model, the properties around
both protostars follow the same trends until one or both of the discs
fragments.

As expected, the magnetic field strength is higher in the discs of
the μ0 = 5 models compared to the μ0 = 10 models. However, they
are lower than in the discs produced during the collapse to form an
isolated protostar (WPB16), and hence have larger values of plasma
β. Thus, magnetic fields are less important in the evolution of the
discs in these binary models than in the isolated protostar models
of WPB16.

Weaker magnetic fields produce discs at larger separations, which
have a larger gas reservoir than their strong field counterparts. As
shown in WPB16, larger discs form in weaker magnetic fields due
to less efficient magnetic braking, independent of the gas reservoir.
Thus, these two complementary effects result in larger discs in
weaker magnetic fields. The largest discs form in the model with
μ0 = 10 and A0 = 0.2, while the smallest discs form in the model
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Figure 3. Face-on gas column density snapshots from six ideal MHD mod-
els with B0 = −Bz at two different times (top and bottom row in each
sub-figure). The top sub-figure shows results with μ0 = 10, while the bot-
tom sub-figure shows the results with μ0 = 5. Decreasing the amplitude of
the initial-density perturbation A0 (left to right) or increasing the magnetic
field strength (i.e. decreasing μ0; top versus bottom sub-figure) decreases
the first periastron separation as well as the disc mass and radius at first
periastron.

with μ0 = 5 and A = 0.05. We would reach the same conclusions
if the models were instead compared exactly at the time of first
periastron.

The weak field model exists on a long-period orbit, and does not
have a second periastron by the end of the simulation (top-left panel
of Fig. 2, green curve). This allows the discs to essentially evolve in
isolation, with the radius reaching a steady size of r ∼ 70 au, even
though the mass is continually decreasing. The sharp and periodic
decreases observed in the μ0 = 5 models do not occur.

4.2 Ideal MHD with the magnetic field perpendicular
to the rotation axis

Fig. 4 shows a repeat of the above calculations using an initial
magnetic field perpendicular to the rotation axis (i.e. B0 = +Bx);
as previously shown, the gas column density is at t = 1.30 and
1.34tff. The green lines in Fig. 5 show the evolution of the separation
of the two protostars and the evolution of the properties of one disc
for the model with μ0 = 10 and A0 = 0.1. As with the B0 = −Bz

models, after the initial growth of the protostar, the fluctuations
in the star+disc mass correspond to the fluctuations in the disc
mass, and the disc is always supported by gas pressure rather than
magnetic pressure.

For weak magnetic fields (μ0 = 10; upper sub-figure in Fig. 4)
initially perpendicular to the axis of rotation, the separation of
the binary at first periastron is larger than its B0 = −Bz coun-
terpart, resulting in less interaction and a shorter period. The

Figure 4. As in Fig. 3, but with B0 = +Bx. With this magnetic field
orientation, the initial magnetic field strength is the dominant parameter in
determining the evolution. In the strong magnetic field case (bottom sub-
figure), either no binaries or tight binaries form.

Figure 5. Time evolution of selected models starting from the formation of
the protostars as in Fig. 2. Each model is initialized with an initial-density
perturbation of A0 = 0.1, μ0 = 10 and B0 = ±Bx. Top to bottom: the
separation of the two protostars, the disc and star+disc masses, the disc
radius, and the mass-weighted plasma β and magnetic field strength in the
disc around one protostar. The ideal MHD model has a larger first periastron,
resulting in a shorter first period than the non-ideal models. The subsequent
periastron moves the ideal binary on to a long orbit, while the subsequent
orbits of the non-ideal models decrease.

MNRAS 466, 1788–1804 (2017)



1794 J. Wurster, D. J. Price and M. R. Bate

Figure 6. Magnetic field strength in the mid-plane (z = 0) at t = 1.34tff for
the ideal MHD models with μ0 = 10 (top sub-figure) and μ0 = 5 (bottom
sub-figure). At each initial magnetic field strength, the mid-plane magnetic
field is always stronger in the models initialized with B0 = +Bx, despite
the same initial value.

corresponding disc radii and masses are smaller in the B0 = +Bx

models, discussed further in Section 4.3 below.
Strong magnetic fields (μ0 = 5; lower sub-figure in Fig. 4) ini-

tially perpendicular to the axis of rotation suppress the formation
of binaries. For A0 = 0.2, a binary forms early with first periastron
occurring at t ≈ 1.29tff, compared to t ≈ 1.37tff for its B0 = −Bz

counterpart. The apoastron distance is Rapo < 120 au, whereas this is
a typical periastron distance for its −Bz counterpart. The A0 = 0.1
model forms a binary pair with a semimajor axis of 3 au and a
common disc, while the A0 = 0.05 model forms a single protostar
and disc. For the purposes of our analysis, the A0 = 0.1 model is
treated as single protostar.

The magnetic field strength is larger and the plasma β is smaller
in the discs of the B0 = +Bx models than their B0 = −Bz coun-
terparts, indicating that the magnetic field is more important in the
B0 = +Bx models for the evolution of the disc.

4.3 Ideal MHD: magnetic field evolution

Comparison of Figs 3 and 4 demonstrates that the evolution of the
magnetic field depends on its initial orientation. At t = 1.34tff, the
net magnetic field in the discs of the μ0 = 10 models are ∼10 times
higher in the B0 = +Bx models than their −Bz counterparts with
the same A0, despite the same initial strength. Since stronger mag-
netic fields enhance magnetic braking, the discs in the B0 = +Bx

models are smaller and less massive.
To quantify this, Fig. 6 compares the magnetic field strength in

the mid-plane (z = 0) for the ideal MHD models at t = 1.34tff.
The magnetic field strength of the B0 = +Bx models is higher
throughout the mid-plane and in the discs than in their respective

B0 = −Bz models. As the vertical collapse proceeds in the B0 =
+Bx models, the field is dragged into the mid-plane. When the discs
form, the stronger magnetic field is wound into the disc, further
enhancing its strength; in the B0 = +Bx models, the azimuthal
magnetic field, Bφ , is the dominant component. In the B0 = −Bz

models, the radial dragging of the magnetic fields enhances the field
strength in the discs compared to the background, but not compared
to their Bx counterparts.

In all models, there is little conversion of horizontal magnetic
fields into vertical fields or vice versa; hence, only a weak vertical
(horizontal) magnetic field develops in the B0 = +Bx (−Bz) mod-
els. For example, on average at t = 1.34tff, the φ-component of the
magnetic field is ∼9.0 times stronger than the z-component for the
model with μ0 = 5, A0 = 0.1 and B0 = +Bx, while the z-component
is 4.7 times stronger than the φ-component in its counterpart model
with B0 = −Bx.

4.4 Non-ideal MHD with the magnetic field aligned
or anti-aligned to the rotation axis

Previous studies have demonstrated that non-ideal MHD affects
the formation and evolution of discs around protostars forming
in isolation (e.g. Li et al. 2011; Tomida et al. 2015; Tsukamoto
et al. 2015a,b; WPB16). Further, when the Hall effect is included,
the direction of the magnetic field with respect to the axis of rotation
affects the evolution, with larger discs forming for cases where the
magnetic field is anti-aligned with the axis of rotation (Braiding &
Wardle 2012; Tsukamoto et al. 2015b; WPB16).

We thus perform a suite of non-ideal MHD models with the same
parameters as the ideal MHD models discussed above, except that
we also run models where the sign of the magnetic field is reversed.

4.4.1 Early time evolution and disc properties

Fig. 7 shows the gas column density at t = 1.34tff of the B0 = ±Bz

models. The effect of non-ideal MHD on the results (comparing
rows top to bottom in each sub-figure) is small, with tperi differing by
less than a per cent, though with Rperi differing by up to 18 per cent,
or a maximum of 23 au. The disc radii and masses differ by up
to 45 and 65 per cent, respectively. The largest differences in disc
mass between the ideal and non-ideal MHD calculations occur in
the calculations with μ0 = 10 and A0 = 0.2 (left-hand column;
top sub-figure of Fig. 7), which also show the largest difference in
Rperi. These discs are in the early stages of fragmentation, hence are
irregularly shaped, which contributes to this difference in mass. A
third protostar forms at t ≈ 1.36tff, disrupting the host discs. In the
ideal MHD model, a fourth protostar is formed at approximately
the same time to disrupt the second disc.

At these early times, the main differences are caused by changes
in μ0 and A0. This is expected since the density and magnetic field
strengths are only starting to reach the limits where the non-ideal
effects become important. The left-hand sub-figure in Fig. 8 show
the coefficients for Ohmic, Hall and ambipolar diffusion in the discs
of the non-ideal models with B0 = −Bz at t = 1.34tff (we plot the
average of the absolute value of the coefficients).

Ambipolar diffusion is the dominant effect in the disc, with the
coefficients of the Hall effect and Ohmic resistivity lower by a factor
of 10 in the disc.

For comparison, these values are ∼1 dex lower than in the discs
formed in the isolated collapse simulations shown by WPB16. Fur-
ther, the plasma β is smaller in the isolated collapse models, so
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Figure 7. Effect of non-ideal MHD on binary formation. Each panel shows
the face-on column density of a particular model at t = 1.34tff. Top to bottom
in each sub-figure: ideal MHD, non-ideal MHD with −Bz and with +Bz,
where the models in the top sub-figure are initialized with μ0 = 10, while
the bottom sub-figure shows models with μ0 = 5. The addition of non-ideal
MHD has only a small effect compared to changing the initial magnetic field
strength (comparing top to bottom sub-figures) or perturbation amplitude
(A0; comparing columns left to right).

we expect that non-ideal MHD will play a more minor role in the
binary case, as we have already shown.

4.4.2 Late time evolution and disc properties

The μ0 = 10 models shown in the upper sub-figure of Fig. 7 form
large discs near first periastron. These discs subsequently fragment,
with the non-ideal MHD discs fragmenting before their ideal MHD
counterparts. This fragmentation hinders the analysis of the late
time evolution of the weak field models, so in the rest of this section
we focus on the μ0 = 5 models.

The left-hand column of Fig. 9 shows the gas column density
at t = 1.51tff for the A0 = 0.2 models, which is first apoastron for
these three models. The strong initial-density perturbation yields
an evolution that is very weakly dependent on the non-ideal MHD
processes. Amongst these three models, the first period and first

apoastron differ by less than 3 and 13 per cent, respectively, com-
pared to 65 and 56 per cent, respectively, for the models with
A0 = 0.1. At this epoch, the difference between these three models
is small, with the disc mass and magnetic field strengths at any given
radius differing by less than a factor of 2 and 3, respectively.

At second periastron, the discs in the non-ideal MHD models
fragment and form more protostars, totally disrupting the discs.
This is mainly an artefact of our use of a barotropic equation of
state to represent the thermodynamics.

The middle column of Fig. 9 shows the gas column density of the
μ0 = 5, A0 = 0.1 models at t = 1.66tff, corresponding to the second
apoastron in the ideal MHD model. At this epoch, the discs in the
non-ideal MHD models are less massive and more extended than
their ideal MHD counterpart (comparing middle and bottom panels
to the top panel). This is a result of the different orbital histories,
which diverge shortly after first periastron at tperi ≈ 1.34tff. The blue
and red lines in the right-hand column of Fig. 2 show the protostar
separation and disc properties for the non-ideal models, which can
be directly compared to their ideal MHD counterpart (green line). In
the ideal MHD model, there have been two periastron approaches by
t = 1.66tff, keeping the discs small and concentrated around its host
protostar; the non-ideal MHD discs have not interacted with one
another again, thus effectively evolved in isolation for the previous
dt ≈ 0.3tff. Moreover, the values of the non-ideal MHD coefficients
rapidly decrease after periastron, making the later evolution more
ideal. The coefficients increase briefly at second periastron when
the close interaction increases the density of the disc. However,
the interaction also leads to an increase in the value of plasma β,
counteracting any added effect.

The right-hand column of Fig. 9 shows the A0 = 0.05 models
at t = 1.51tff. Additional clumps of gas form at t ≈ 1.4tff and r ≈
270 au from the centre of mass; at this time, the primary protostars
are r ≈ 98 au from the centre of mass. The clumps spiral inwards
and interact with the primary binary starting at t ≈ 1.45tff, totally
disrupting the primary binary.

Throughout this paper, we have compared models at the same
absolute times. However, this may be an unfair comparison in some
cases due to different orbital dynamics. For the above ideal and
non-ideal MHD models with A0 = 0.1 (middle column of Fig. 9),
tapo ≈ 1.46 and 1.60tff, respectively; the non-ideal MHD models
evolve very little between t = 1.60 and 1.66tff, so the panels in
Fig. 9 are representative of both times. The disc mass and radius
of the ideal MHD model, however, decreases from 0.096 M� and
48 au to 0.081 M� and 26 au, respectively, between first and sec-
ond apoastron. The intervening periastron passages strip mass from
the disc, concentrating the remaining disc mass closer to its host
protostar. This also results in a stronger magnetic field in the inner
regions of the disc at t = 1.66tff.

4.5 Non-ideal MHD with the magnetic field perpendicular
to the rotation axis

We repeat the above study using a magnetic field initially perpen-
dicular to the rotation axis. We consider both B0 = ±Bx, since we
expect a Bz component to be generated during the evolution.

4.5.1 Early time evolution and disc properties

Fig. 10 shows the gas column density of our suite of models with
B0 = ±Bx at t = 1.34tff. The weaker field models (μ0 = 10; top sub-
figure) yield well-separated binaries for all A0, with the non-ideal
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Figure 8. Average values of Ohmic, ambipolar and Hall diffusion coefficients for the gas in the disc around one protostar at t = 1.34tff averaged over all gas
particles with ρ > ρdisc,min, for the models with B0 = −Bz (left-hand sub-figure) and B0 = +Bx (right-hand sub-figure). The Hall coefficient is the average of
its absolute values. The lines switch to cyan at the defined edge of the disc. Ambipolar diffusion is the dominant effect in the disc, although all three non-ideal
coefficients typically differ by less than a factor of 10 close to the protostar. These coefficients are smaller than in models that form an isolated protostar
presented in WPB16.

Figure 9. Gas column density for nine models with μ0 = 5 and B0 = ±Bz

at a later time. Left-hand column: the models with A0 = 0.2 at t = 1.51tff,
which is first apoastron for all three models; the evolution is only weakly
dependent on the non-ideal effects. Middle column: the models with A0 = 0.1
at t = 1.66tff, which is second apoastron for the ideal MHD model; at this
time, the ideal MHD model has discs that are more massive and more
concentrated near the protostar than in the non-ideal MHD models. Right-
hand column: the models with A0 = 0.05 at t = 1.51tff; additional protostars
form at t ≈ 1.4tff, which interact with the primary protostars starting at t ≈
1.45tff to disrupt the disc by this time.

MHD models forming larger and more massive discs. The magnetic
field in the non-ideal MHD discs is approximately constant at B ≈
0.05 G, while in the ideal MHD model, it decreases by a factor of
∼3 between the maximum strength and the outer edge of the disc.

By contrast, the μ0 = 5 and A0 = 0.2 models (left-hand column,
bottom sub-figure) yield discs that are not significantly different
from one another. The μ0 = 5 and A0 = 0.1 calculations (middle
column, bottom sub-figure) form two protostars by t = 1.27tff,
which all form a tight binary of semimajor axes ∼3 and ∼5 au

for the ideal and non-ideal MHD models, respectively. The larger
semimajor axis in the non-ideal MHD models results in a larger
central cavity in the circumbinary disc.

A single protostar forms in the ideal MHD model with A0 = 0.05,
while five and seven protostars form by t = 1.305tff in the non-ideal
MHD models with B0 = ±Bx, respectively (right-hand column,
bottom sub-figure). This plethora of protostars immediately disrupts
the discs, and the remaining evolution is chaotic.

As with the B0 = ±Bz models, the dynamics are dominated by
μ0 and A0 rather than the effect of non-ideal MHD. The right-
hand sub-figure in Fig. 8 shows the non-ideal MHD coefficients for
the non-ideal models with B0 = +Bx at t = 1.34tff. As with their
B0 = −Bz counterparts, ambipolar diffusion is the dominant term;
however, all the coefficients are lower despite the stronger magnetic
field in the disc.

4.5.2 Late time evolution and disc properties

The initial differences between the weak field models with A0 = 0.1
caused by non-ideal effects trigger pronounced differences as the
evolution continues. For example, the larger Rperi for the ideal model
results in it reaching second periastron after dt = 0.39tff, while the
non-ideal models require dt = 0.79tff to reach second periastron;
see the top panel of Fig. 5 and left-hand column of Fig. 11. Subtle
differences in mass and radius of the non-ideal MHD models near
second periastron cause their future evolution to diverge.

Shortly after first periastron, all nine weak field models produce
an additional two protostars on orbits external to the primary binary,
and their early evolution is independent of the primary binaries. For
A0 = 0.05 and 0.1, these external binaries do not interact with the
primary prior to the end time of t = 2.64tff, but they interact near
first apoastron in the non-ideal MHD models with A0 = 0.2.

The μ0 = 5 models with A0 = 0.2 and 0.1 retain a binary until the
end of the simulation at t = 1.55tff, with an elliptical binary persist-
ing in the former and a single, stable disc persisting in the latter. The
middle column of Fig. 11 shows the A0 = 0.2 models at t = 1.51tff.
At this time, the non-ideal MHD models have disc masses and radii
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Figure 10. Effect of non-ideal MHD on binary formation when the mag-
netic field is initially perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Each panel shows
the face-on column density of a particular model t = 1.34tff. Top to bottom
in each sub-figure: ideal MHD, non-ideal MHD with B0 = +Bx and with
−Bx, where the models in the top (bottom) sub-figure are initialized with
μ0 = 10 (μ0 = 5). The non-ideal MHD models with μ0 = 5 and A0 = 0.1
produce a tight binary with an orbit larger than their ideal MHD counterpart,
yielding a larger central cavity and less massive disc. The non-ideal MHD
models with μ0 = 5 and A0 = 0.05 produce multiple protostars, which im-
mediately disrupt the system. For weak magnetic fields, the non-ideal MHD
models yield larger discs than their ideal counterparts.

that are 10 per cent larger and 4 per cent smaller, respectively, than
their ideal counterpart. From top to bottom in that column, each
model has an increasing periastron and apoastron distance, and by
t = 1.51tff, the models have passed through periastron six, three
and four times, respectively. Non-ideal MHD effects contribute to
these slight differences, but not enough to significantly change the
overall evolution.

The strong field models with A0 = 0.1 form a single disc; see the
right-hand column of Fig. 11 for gas column densities at t = 1.51tff.
The non-ideal MHD discs are ∼3 per cent larger but ∼40 per cent
less massive as a result of the large central cavity. For all three
models, the mass and radius decrease with time. The general trends
amongst the three models are similar between the early and late
epochs.

Figure 11. Gas column density for nine models with B0 = ±Bx at later
times. Left-hand column: models with μ0 = 10 and A0 = 0.1 at t = 1.90tff;
the images in this column have frame sizes of (3000 au)2 so that the four
protostars in the non-ideal MHD models can be seen. Middle column: mod-
els with μ0 = 5 and A0 = 0.2 at t = 1.51tff. Right-hand column: models with
μ0 = 5 and A0 = 0.1 at t = 1.51tff. In all the models presented, the ideal
MHD models have more concentrated discs than their respective non-ideal
MHD counterparts.

4.6 Non-ideal MHD: magnetic field evolution

Fig. 12 compares the magnetic field strength in the mid-plane (z = 0)
for the non-ideal MHD models at t = 1.34tff; this figure is directly
comparable to Fig. 6. Only the B0 = −Bz and +Bx models are
shown, but the results are similar when the initial magnetic field
direction is reversed.

Similar to the ideal MHD models, at t = 1.34tff, the net magnetic
field in the discs are higher in the B0 = +Bx models than their
−Bz counterparts with the same μ0 and same A0. When comparing
a non-ideal MHD model to its ideal MHD counterpart, the magnetic
field in the mid-plane, and specifically the disc, is weaker (see also
Figs 2 and 5).

As in Joos et al. (2013), we calculate the evolution of the mass-
to-flux ratio inside a sphere of fixed radius, R, using

μ (R, t) = M(R)

πR2 〈B(R)〉
(

M

�B

)−1

crit

, (14)

where M(R) is the enclosed mass including any protostars (i.e. sink
particles), 〈B(R)〉 is the volume-averaged magnetic field within
radius R, and (M/�B)crit is the critical mass-to-flux ratio that is
independent of M, R and B. We have previously defined μ0 ≡
μ(R = 0.013 pc, t = 0).

The mass-to-flux ratio is spatially dependent, thus, we plot four
values for selected models: Fig. 13 shows μ(R, t) for radii of
R = 2680 au = 0.013 pc (i.e. the initial size of the gas cloud)
and 500 au centred on the origin, and Fig. 14 shows μ(R, t) for radii
of R = 120 and 60 au centred on the first protostar that forms.

For each non-ideal model and its ideal MHD counterpart,
μ(R = 2680 au, t) is similar for all time, while μ(R = 500 au, t) be-
gins to diverge at t � 1.5tff. The small differences in μ(R = 500 au,
t) are a result of the weaker magnetic field and more massive discs
in the non-ideal models; the larger differences, including the sharp
drops to μ(R = 500 au, t) � 1 are a result of the binary separation
surpassing 2R = 1000 au; thus, these plots also provide insight into
the orbital properties of the binaries.
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Figure 12. As in Fig. 6, the magnetic field strength in the mid-plane (z = 0)
at t = 1.34tff, but for the non-ideal MHD models with μ0 = 10 (top sub-
figure) and μ0 = 5 (bottom sub-figure). As with the ideal MHD models, for
each initial magnetic field strength, the mid-plane magnetic field is always
stronger in the models initialized with B0 = +Bx, despite the same initial
value. The magnetic field is weaker in the disc mid-plane when compared
to their ideal MHD counterpart.

These results are consistent with those found by Tassis &
Mouschovias (2007b) and Joos et al. (2013) who studied the forma-
tion of isolated protostars: the mass-to-flux ratio increases around
the protostar during its formation, removing memory of its initial

value. In Tassis & Mouschovias (2007b), their mass-to-flux ratio
increases rapidly as the evolution proceeds and density increases.
The increase of the mass-to-flux ratio centred on the first protostar
in our models is more gradual after the formation of the protostar
since the sink particle removes the central magnetic field upon for-
mation and particle accretion and effectively limits the maximum
gas density at ρ ∼ 10−10 g cm−3.

As shown in Fig. 14, the evolution of μ(R, t) around the protostar
is quantitatively different for each model, reflecting the different
disc masses and magnetic fields contained within them. By chang-
ing any one parameter, the mass-to-flux ratio either increases or
decreases, indicating that no one parameter is dominant in deter-
mining its evolution immediately around the protostar. The change
caused by including non-ideal MHD is typically smaller than the
change caused by altering another parameter, further suggesting
that non-ideal MHD plays a secondary role in binary formation.

4.7 Influence of the Hall effect

In previous studies of collapse to form an isolated first hydrostatic
core, the inclusion of non-ideal MHD was found to permit disc
formation depending on the direction of the magnetic field with
respect to the axis of rotation (Tsukamoto et al. 2015b; WPB16).
Moreover, the Hall effect was found to influence the formation
process even when it was not the dominant non-ideal MHD effect.

In this study, the faster initial rotation and the initial-density
perturbations result in discs forming in every supercritical model.
Fig. 8 suggests that the non-ideal MHD effects may influence mainly
the inner regions of the discs. Thus, any changes that switch the
direction of the magnetic field in the disc will be amplified by the
Hall effect, which may lead to simulations evolving differently.
However, these discs are primarily supported by gas pressure (i.e. β
� 1), so the effect of the global change will depend on the amount
of modification by the Hall effect and when it occurs. For example,
the initial direction of the magnetic field plays a minimal role in
the evolution of the models with μ0 = 5, A0 ≥ 0.1 and B0 = ±Bz,

Figure 13. Evolution of the mass-to-flux ratio, μ(R, t), for R = 2680 au = 0.013 pc (i.e. the initial size of the gas cloud) and 500 au for the ideal (dashed
lines) and non-ideal (solid lines) MHD models. The lines end when one of the models in the panel has reached its end time. The cyan line represent the initial
mass-to-flux ratio, μ0. The ratio is μ (R, t) ∝ M(R)/ 〈B(R)〉, where M(R) is the mass enclosed within a sphere of radius R centred on the origin, and 〈B(R)〉
is the volume-averaged magnetic field within the sphere. In each panel, μ(R = 2680 au, t) is similar for both models, whereas μ(R = 500 au, t) may differ after
t � 1.5tff due to difference in disc masses and magnetic fields (small deviations) or due to part or all of the discs leaving the sphere (big deviations and sudden
drops).
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Figure 14. Evolution of the mass-to-flux ratio, μ(R, t) for the ideal (dashed lines) and non-ideal (solid lines) MHD models as in Fig. 13, but for R = 120 and
60 au centred on the first protostar that forms. The differences in μ(R, t) between each ideal/non-ideal pair are similar to the differences caused by changing
other parameters, suggesting that non-ideal MHD plays a secondary role in binary formation.

while it triggers a divergence in the evolutionary paths of μ0 = 5,
A0 = 0.1 and B0 = ±Bx.

In the earlier studies, the Hall effect was found to spin-up the
disc when the magnetic field was initially anti-aligned with the
axis of rotation. To conserve angular momentum, a counter-rotating
envelope forms (e.g. Tsukamoto et al. 2015b; WPB16). By contrast,
the Hall effect does not have a pronounced effect on the rotation of
the discs in our binary models, and as a result we see no evidence
for counter-rotating envelopes.

4.8 Extending the parameter space

4.8.1 Sub-critical mass-to-flux ratios

In the above models, the initial mass-to-flux ratio of μ0 > 1 means
that the magnetic field is not strong enough to prevent gravitational
collapse; thus, protostar formation is a foregone conclusion.

A gas cloud with a sub-critical mass-to-flux ratio is magneti-
cally supported and should not collapse when using ideal MHD.
Indeed, our sub-critical models with μ0 = 0.75 do not collapse
during their runtime to t ≈ 17tff, and their maximum density never
surpasses ρ ≈ 6 × 10−16 g cm−3 (recall that the initial density is
ρ0 = 7.43 × 10−18 g cm−3 and that sink particles are inserted at ρ

≈ 10−10 g cm−3). As shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 15, after t �
4tff, the mass-to-flux ratio at R = 2680, 500 and 200 au are approx-
imately constant, with μ(R = 200 au, t) < 1. The value of 〈B(R)〉
is similar for spheres of both R = 500 and 200 au, but the former
has more enclosed mass, hence the higher mass-to-flux ratio.

For the non-ideal MHD models with B0 = −Bz and Bx,
μ(R = 200 au, t) > 1 at t ≈ 3.8 and 4.0tff, respectively, as shown by
the solid green lines in Fig. 15. After this time, the central regions
are no longer magnetically supported, and the clouds collapse to
form protostars at t = 5.71 and 5.84tff, respectively. Fig. 16 shows
the gas column density for the sub-critical models near the time
of protostar formation for the non-ideal MHD models. Only one
protostar is formed in each model, and no discs form around them.

Thus, in our models, the non-ideal MHD effects can diffuse
enough magnetic field to allow the central regions of initially sub-
critical clouds to collapse to form protostars.

Figure 15. Evolution of the mass-to-flux ratio, μ(R, t), for the ideal (dashed
lines) and non-ideal (solid lines) MHD models as in Fig. 13, but for the sub-
critical models with μ0 = 0.75. The cyan lines are at μ = μ0 and μ = 1 (i.e.
the critical value). The vertical lines represent when the protostars formed in
the non-ideal MHD models. The ideal MHD models do not collapse during
their runtime of t ≈ 17tff while the non-ideal MHD models form protostars
at t = 5.71 and 5.84tff, for B0 = −Bz and Bx, respectively.

4.8.2 Slower initial rotations

The models in our primary suite all use an initial rotation of
�0 = 1.006 × 10−12 rad s−1, and binaries form in all but four
of the 36 models. However, (e.g.) Hennebelle & Teyssier (2008)
and Machida et al. (2008b) found that initial rotation played an im-
portant role in determining the evolution of the system. Although
a full parameter study of the initial rotation is out of the scope of
this study, we briefly discuss the early evolution of models with
the slower initial rotations of �0 = 7.08 × 10−13, 3.54 × 10−13
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Figure 16. Face-on gas column density of the initially sub-critical models
(μ0 = 0.75) using ideal (top row in each sub-figure) and non-ideal (bottom
row in each sub-figure) MHD. For both initial magnetic field orientations,
the ideal MHD models do not collapse, with their density staying below ρ

≈ 6 × 10−16 g cm−3. The non-ideal MHD models collapse to form single
protostars shortly after t = 5.71 and 5.84tff for B0 = −Bz (top sub-figure)
and Bx (bottom sub-figure), respectively.

and 1.77 × 10−13 rad s−1, using μ0 = 5, A0 = 0.1 and B0 = −Bz.
Fig. 17 shows the gas column density of these models at early times.

As the initial rotation speed decreases, the initial separation of
the binaries decreases, with only a single protostar forming at the
slowest two rotation speeds. The non-ideal MHD effects become
more important as the initial rotation decreases, with larger and
more massive discs forming at slower rotation speeds. This is con-
sistent with previous studies finding larger discs in non-ideal MHD
models of isolated protostars than ideal MHD models. However, the
non-ideal MHD effects do not change the global morphology and
whether binary or single systems form, which is consistent with our
previous results suggesting that non-ideal MHD has a secondary
effect on binary formation and evolution.

4.8.3 Multiple grain populations

As this study was in progress, version 1.2.1 of NICIL (Wurster 2016)
was released. This version differs from v1.1 used here by modelling
three grain populations, n−

g , n0
g and n+

g , with charges Z = −1, 0,
+1, respectively, rather than a single grain population, ng, with
charge Z̄ < 0. In v1.2.1, grain number density is conserved, with
ng = n−

g + n0
g + n+

g , where ng is calculated as in v1.1.
To test the effect of the grain model, we run two additional models

using v1.2.1: μ0 = 10, A0 = 0.1, B0 = +Bx and μ0 = 5, A0 = 0.1,
B0 = −Bz. Fig. 18 shows the gas column density at selected times,
and Fig. 19 shows the radial profile of the grain populations and
non-ideal MHD coefficients in the disc around one protostar at
t = 1.34tff.

Figure 17. Face-on gas column density of models using the fiducial ini-
tial rotation of �0 = 1.006 × 10−12 rad s−1 and the slower rotations of
�0 = 7.08 × 10−13, 3.54 × 10−13 and 1.77 × 10−13 rad s−1. All models
use μ0 = 5, A0 = 0.1, B0 = −Bz, and ideal (top sub-figure) or non-ideal
(bottom sub-figure) MHD. The panels are chosen such that the protostars
form between the first two columns, and the third column is dt ≈ 0.03tff af-
ter the protostar’s formation. Decreasing the initial rotation speed decreases
the initial binary separation and, if slow enough, prevents the formation of
binaries. Non-ideal MHD has a greater influence on the environment of the
initially slower rotating models, forming larger and more massive discs, but
has little effect on the large-scale morphology or the number of protostars
that form.
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Figure 18. Face-on gas column density from selected models using ideal
MHD (top row in each sub-figure), NICIL version 1.1 (middle row in each
sub-figure) and NICIL version 1.2.1 (bottom row in each sub-figure). Version
1.1 uses a single grain population, ng, with charge Z̄ < 0 and version 1.2.1
models three grain populations, n−

g , n0
g and n+

g , with charges Z = −1, 0,
+1, respectively. The models with three grain populations yield binaries
with smaller first periastron separations, and, for the μ0 = 5 models, first
apoastron and first periods that are ∼2.5 times smaller.

Modelling three grain populations yields binaries with smaller
first periastron separations than the single grain model. The first
apoastron separation and first period are similar for the μ0 = 10
models, but for the μ0 = 5 models, they are ∼2.5 times larger when
using v1.1.

Once the discs form, the neutral number density is only weakly
dependent on the grain model, and is nn ∼ O(1012) cm−3 for the
duration of the simulation. Averaged over the entire disc, the total
grain number density differs by �2 between the two grain models,
with the largest differences occurring at larger radii and at later
times during the evolution. At t = 1.34tff and during the evolution
of the disc, n0

g > n−
g > n+

g . To approximate n−
g in the single grain

model, we use n−
g ≈ ng

∣∣Zg

∣∣, which varies only slightly with both
radius and time. This value is ∼2 times smaller for our μ0 = 10
model, and up to ∼11 times smaller for the μ0 = 5 model.

Figure 19. Top panel in each sub-figure: the grain number density in the
disc around one protostar at t = 1.34tff using v1.1 of NICIL (dashed lines)
and v1.2.1 (solid lines). For v1.1, there is a single grain population with
an average negative charge; thus, the dashed blue line is ng|Zg|, which
effectively represents n−

g . For v1.2.1, all three grain populations are self-

consistently calculated, and ng = n−
g + n0

g + n+
g . For reference, the neutral

grain number density is nn ∼ O(1012) cm−3. While the total grain number
density, ng, is only weakly dependent on grain model, the effective, ng|Zg|,
and real, n−

g , number densities of negatively charged grains can differ by an
order of magnitude. Bottom panel in each sub-figure: as in Fig. 8, average
values of Ohmic, ambipolar and Hall diffusion coefficients for the gas. The
grain model only weakly affects the non-ideal MHD coefficients for weak
magnetic fields, but decreases the values of ambipolar diffusion and Ohmic
resistivity in the high-density regions of the disc in the strong field models.

The different grain models affect the calculation of the non-ideal
MHD coefficients, η, since we are improving the calculation of n−

g

and adding a charged species, n+
g . When comparing η for the dif-

ferent grain models (bottom panel of each sub-figure in Fig. 19) in
the weak field model (μ0 = 10), ambipolar diffusion is the largest
term for both grain models, followed by the Hall effect. At this
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Figure 20. Gas column density for four non-ideal MHD models with
μ0 = 10 and A0 = 0.1 at t = 1.34tff. The left- (right-) hand column shows
the models with B0 = −Bz (B0 = +Bx), and the models in the top and
bottom rows are initialized with 3 × 105 and 106 particles, respectively,
in the sphere. The higher resolution models produce somewhat larger and
more massive discs that are more susceptible to fragmentation.

time in the μ0 = 5 model, all values are similar in the inner disc
(R ∼ 7 au, nn ∼ 5 × 1012 cm−3); however, the order of the terms
differs depending on the grain model; ambipolar diffusion is re-
duced in strength to be similar to Ohmic resistivity at this radius.
This is consistent with Tassis & Mouschovias (2007b) and Kunz
& Mouschovias (2010), who find that Ohmic resistivity becomes
more important than ambipolar diffusion at nn ∼ O(1013) cm−3.

When considering the average values of η over the entire disc,
we find that ηAD > |ηHE| > ηOR, and that nn � 1012 cm−3. Thus,
we expect ambipolar diffusion to dominate in our models.

4.9 Resolution

The calculations presented above used 3 × 105 particles in the
initial sphere. This number satisfies the Jeans criteria (cf. Section 3),
while allowing us to perform a large suite of simulations, even
with the small timesteps required to properly evolve the non-ideal
MHD terms. To test the effect of resolution, we ran selected models
initialized with 106 particles in the sphere.

Fig. 20 shows the non-ideal MHD models at t = 1.34tff with
μ0 = 10 and A0 = 0.1 using both 3 × 105 and 106 particles in the
initial sphere. The 106 particle models yield discs that are somewhat
larger and more massive than their lower resolution counterparts.
This results in greater interaction at first periastron and shorter
periods. Although the quantitative values change with resolution,
the trends previously discussed are independent of resolution.

The higher resolution discs are more massive and thus more
susceptible to fragmentation. We note this fragmentation would
likely not be a problem if we included a proper treatment of radiation
rather than the barotropic equation of state used here.

5 SU M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

We have presented a suite of simulations studying the effect of non-
ideal MHD on the formation and early evolution of binary stars. Our
models were initialized as a 1 M� rotating, uniform density sphere,
which was given an m = 2 density perturbation with amplitudes
of A0 = 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05. We threaded the sphere with an initially
uniform magnetic field. We tested our suite of simulations using
both ideal MHD and non-ideal MHD at initial mass-to-flux ratios

of 10, 5 and 0.75 times the critical value. The ideal MHD models
were run using B0 = −Bz and +Bx, while the non-ideal MHD
models were run using B0 = ±Bz and ±Bx, since the Hall effect
depends on the direction of the magnetic field with respect to the
axis of rotation. In the models that formed binaries, we followed
the gravitational collapse until at least first apoastron. All of the
simulations were performed using the SPMHD code PHANTOM. Our
key results are as follows.

(i) Sub-critical cores: using ideal MHD, the sub-critical cores did
not collapse during their runtime of t ≈ 17tff, and their maximum
density never surpassed ρ ≈ 100ρ0. When using non-ideal MHD,
the cores collapsed to form single protostars at t � 5.84tff.

(ii) Ideal MHD: B0 = −Bz: decreasing the amplitude of the
initial-density perturbation yields earlier times of first periastron,
and smaller separations. Decreasing the magnetic field strength (i.e.
increasing μ0) increases first periastron separation and disc sizes.

(iii) Ideal MHD: B0 = +Bx: strong magnetic fields suppress
the formation of binaries, as found by previous authors, with a
binary only forming for A0 = 0.2; a tight binary with a common
disc forms for A0 = 0.1 and a single protostar and disc forms for
A0 = 0.05. Binaries form in all the weak field models, with larger
first periastron separations and smaller discs masses and radii than
in their B0 = −Bz counterparts. The magnetic fields in the disc are
∼10 times stronger than in their B0 = −Bz counterparts, despite
the same initial strength in the initial cloud.

(iv) Non-ideal MHD: B0 = ±Bz: the time of first periastron
is not affected by the inclusion of non-ideal MHD; however, at
later times, the non-ideal MHD models tend to have longer periods
and larger apoastron separations than the ideal MHD models, as
well as larger and more massive discs. When discs become massive
enough to fragment, the fragmentation occurs in the non-ideal MHD
models more easily. The evolution of the −Bz and Bz models
tends to diverge between first apoastron and second periastron; the
differences are initially small, but are enhanced by the dynamics and
subsequent interactions, rather than influences of non-ideal MHD.

(v) Non-ideal MHD: B0 = ±Bx: the non-ideal MHD models
that form binaries yield smaller first periastron separations and
larger disc radii compared to their ideal MHD counterparts. Diver-
gence in periods and periastron and apoastron separations between
ideal and non-ideal MHD models occurs shortly after first perias-
tron, while the divergence between the two non-ideal MHD models
with the same μ0 and A0 occurs later, once local changes have mod-
ified the vertical component of the magnetic field such that the Hall
effect produces a different evolution in each model.

(vi) The Hall effect: unlike models that form an isolated proto-
star, the Hall effect does not have a global impact on the evolution
of the binaries. Rather, local changes to the magnetic field will be
enhanced by the Hall effect causing small modification to the evo-
lution of the model. These small modifications are further enhanced
at periastron, causing the evolutionary paths to slowly diverge.

(vii) Rotation speeds: decreasing the initial rotation speed hin-
dered binary formation. At the slowest two speeds tested, only
a single protostar formed. The inclusion of non-ideal MHD did
not affect the global morphology or the number of protostars that
formed.

(viii) Grain model: the same qualitative conclusions are reached
if the non-ideal MHD algorithm used a single population with aver-
age charge or three separate grain populations. The first periastrons
were smaller in the models that used the three grain populations.

In the formation of binary systems, the initial parameters – am-
plitude of the initial-density perturbation, magnetic field strength
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and orientation, and rotation – determine their evolution. The main
effect of non-ideal MHD is to enable the formation of larger and
more massive discs around the protostars, and produce binaries that
have larger separations and longer periods.
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APPENDI X A : MODELS WI TH I NI TI AL
C O N D I T I O N S A N D S E L E C T E D R E S U LT S

Table A1 summaries the initial parameters of all our models, along
with the time of first periastron tperi, the initial period T0, and the
first periastron Rperi and first apoastron Rapo separations.
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Table A1. The initial parameters and early results of our suite of models. The first four columns are the initial
conditions: the initial mass-to-flux ratio μ0 in units of the critical mass-to-flux ratio, the amplitude of the initial-
density perturbation A0, the initial orientation of the magnetic field B0, and whether the model uses ideal or
non-ideal MHD. The fifth column lists deviations from the parameters used in the primary suite (see Section 4.8).
The remaining columns are the time of first periastron tperi, the initial period T0 calculated using first periastron
and first apoastron, and the separations at first periastron Rperi and first apoastron Rapo. Entries with zeros indicate
that only one disc formed, thus T0, Rperi and Rapo do not exist. Entries with n/a:P indicate that one or both discs
fragmented near first periastron and became unstable, entries with n/a:A indicate that one or both discs interacted
with younger protostars near first apoastron, which modified the primary binary’s orbit, and entries with n/a:NC
indicate that the cloud did not collapse to form protostars; in these three cases, separations and periods have no
useful meaning.

μ0 A0 B0 MHD Alternate tperi T0 Rperi Rapo

parameter (tff) (tff) (au) (au)

5 0.2 −Bz Ideal 1.370 0.28 110 530
5 0.1 −Bz Ideal 1.333 0.25 68 440
5 0.05 −Bz Ideal 1.318 0.097 49 210
10 0.2 −Bz Ideal 1.369 n/a:P 140 n/a:P
10 0.1 −Bz Ideal 1.340 1.7 100 2800
10 0.05 −Bz Ideal 1.324 0.67 54 1100

5 0.2 Bx Ideal 1.287 0.033 39 100
5 0.1 Bx Ideal 0 0 0 0
5 0.05 Bx Ideal 0 0 0 0
10 0.2 Bx Ideal 1.320 0.89 210 1200
10 0.1 Bx Ideal 1.330 0.39 190 650
10 0.05 Bx Ideal 1.345 0.39 190 570

5 0.2 −Bz Non-ideal 1.372 0.29 95 500
5 0.1 −Bz Non-ideal 1.337 0.52 61 820
5 0.05 −Bz Non-ideal 1.320 0.12 43 200
5 0.2 Bz Non-ideal 1.373 0.24 98 460
5 0.1 Bz Non-ideal 1.337 0.53 63 800
5 0.05 Bz Non-ideal 1.320 0.12 43 200
10 0.2 −Bz Non-ideal 1.374 n/a:P 120 n/a:P
10 0.1 −Bz Non-ideal 1.341 n/a:A 110 n/a:A
10 0.05 −Bz Non-ideal 1.337 n/a:A 62 n/a:A
10 0.2 Bz Non-ideal 1.378 n/a:P 120 n/a:P
10 0.2 Bz Non-ideal 1.340 n/a:A 110 n/a:A
10 0.05 Bz Non-ideal 1.325 n/a:A 58 n/a:A

5 0.2 Bx Non-ideal 1.288 0.036 14 130
5 0.1 Bx Non-ideal 0 0 0 0
5 0.05 Bx Non-ideal n/a:P n/a:P n/a:P n/a:P
5 0.2 −Bx Non-ideal 1.288 0.035 14 120
5 0.1 −Bx Non-ideal 0 0 0 0
5 0.05 −Bx Non-ideal n/a:P n/a:P n/a:P n/a:P
10 0.2 Bx Non-ideal 1.347 n/a:A 120 n/a:A
10 0.1 Bx Non-ideal 1.332 0.79 150 1100
10 0.05 Bx Non-ideal 1.324 0.25 190 470
10 0.2 −Bx Non-ideal 1.347 n/a:A 120 n/a:A
10 0.1 −Bx Non-ideal 1.332 0.79 150 1100
10 0.05 −Bx Non-ideal 1.324 0.29 190 480

0.75 0.1 −Bz Ideal Sub-critical μ0 n/a:NC n/a:NC n/a:NC n/a:NC
0.75 0.1 Bx Ideal Sub-critical μ0 n/a:NC n/a:NC n/a:NC n/a:NC
0.75 0.1 −Bz Non-ideal Sub-critical μ0 0 0 0 0
0.75 0.1 Bx Non-ideal Sub-critical μ0 0 0 0 0

5 0.1 −Bz Ideal �0 = 7.08 × 10−13 s−1 1.161 0.039 19 110
5 0.1 −Bz Ideal �0 = 3.54 × 10−13 s−1 0 0 0 0
5 0.1 −Bz Ideal �0 = 1.77 × 10−13 s−1 0 0 0 0
5 0.1 −Bz Non-ideal �0 = 7.08 × 10−13 s−1 1.161 0.045 17 110
5 0.1 −Bz Non-ideal �0 = 3.54 × 10−13 s−1 0 0 0 0
5 0.1 −Bz Non-ideal �0 = 1.77 × 10−13 s−1 0 0 0 0

5 0.1 −Bz Non-ideal NICIL v1.2.1 1.336 0.17 56 350
10 0.1 Bx Non-ideal NICIL v1.2.1 1.332 0.79 130 1100
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